
Praise for Catching A Memory

Judith Shaw is a wonderful writer—compassionate and 

humane, funny and lyrical—and Catching a Memory is a gor-

geous collection that offers poignant, arresting portraits of 

love in every form. It’s impossible not to become immersed 

in Shaw’s heartbreaking and tender stories—and to care 

deeply about her characters.

— Molly Antopol

The UnAmericans 

Judith Shaw has written a beautiful book. Catching a 

Memory is luminous and bone honest. With a poet’s 

sensibility, she brings deep respect to her characters, a 

heartbeat on every page.

— Sue Bender
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For B. Robert



As Wendell Berry, said, writing about one of his own books, 
“This is a book of fiction. Nothing in it has not been imagined.” 
References to historical events, real people, real places, are used 
fictitiously; resemblances to places or persons, living or not, are 
entirely coincidental.

Caveat: In life one hears friends, relatives, colleagues, lovers, 
speak or write words that lurk forever more in one lobe or an-
other of the cerebral cortex. But we have forgotten who said 
what. Perhaps a phrase, a thought, or even just a word in this col-
lection has come forth from where it naps.
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Stories

Catching a Memory is a collection of discreet moments, private 

moments, some happening now: moments of reweaving, 

softness after anger, musings before death, exigencies ex-

amined, love regained, love lost, some middles without 

resolution. There is no thread, gossamer or taut, the sto-

ries do not link. Each is an isolated event, each person living 

their optimum best—the distinguished, and difficult some-

times, art of life.




